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momentum supports its Workplace through creating an inclusive workforce as we address the one
thing everyone in the world has in common.

We can only change the world one conversation at a time!
Join Rob Carley from SOS as he is joined by a range of guests to address the one thing that everyone in the world has in
common. Mental Health.
Please enjoy the replays from World Mental Health Day Friday 9th October as he meets:
Caroline Jonny Buckley who will share her experiences of stigma and mental health challenges within her own community.
Caroline is a counsellor and community worker offering hope and support to the members of the traveling community. Her
daily social media posts are filled with wisdom and practical help. Don’t miss this opportunity to see a light shining in the
darkness.
&
Alice and Dylan are a happily married couple and members of the LGBT+ Community, but getting there was a road filled
with challenges, changes and choices. Together they have been an inspiration to all who hear their story. In particular they
have been a beacon of hope for members of the LGBTQIA community and have spoken about the their journey finding
themselves and finding each other.

&
Keith Kelly who started an initiative called Jumpers For Goalposts which has the sole aim of reconnecting men, having a bit
of banter, a game of ball and a check in about their wellness. They will be joined by football legend Ian Morris (Manager
Shelbourne FC) & Oisin Ledwidge (Manager Cabinteely FC)

PLEASE FIND REPLAY LINKS BELOW:
Let’s Talk … Caroline Jonny Buckley -Traveler community:https://event.webinarjam.com/go/replay/415/ry270ay2hww5i0nzhl
Let’s Talk … Alice & Dylan- LGBTI+ : https://event.webinarjam.com/go/replay/400/1nvl3a55h8p3sww0c4
Let’s Talk … Keith , Ian & Óisin - Football : https://event.webinarjam.com/go/replay/414/1nvl3a9wb88nbwp9u4

momentum supports its Workforce through Celebration of twenty-four years’ service with
Momentum Support at the Blanchardstown Centre…
Name: Fidelma Rice
Position: Supervisor Blanchardstown Centre
When did you join Momentum Support?
19th October 1996.
How did you hear about the vacancy?
Word of mouth.
What was your first position with Momentum
Support?
I started off as a Housekeeper which entailed carry out
cleaning task such as vacuuming, mopping and dust
controlling. This gave me a real insight for the role I
would hold in the future as Supervisor on the evening
and weekend shift.
What changes have you seen since 1996?
The Centre from opening tended to have mostly Irish
local people working here. This has changed for the
better as we now have a more diverse and inclusive
work force.
What makes you so proud when you talk about the
Blanchardstown Centre?
I am really proud that I am part of such a strong
team. This has been brought about through our
Management. They encourage working together so to
better ourselves.
What words of wisdom do you share with new
employees joining the team?
I always encourage them to come and ask me if they
are unsure about anything. I motivate them to firstly
believe in themselves so they can deliver the high
standards expected on Site.
Tell me about a time when you were acknowledged
for Operational Excellence?
In 2005 I was the Supervisor Finalist in the Kimberly
Clarke Golden Service Awards, London, England.

Left to right: Fidelma, Brendan, Lorna, Joe Gavin General Manager Blanchardstown Centre and
Paula Gaspari Site Manager.

Name: Lorna Daly
Position: Assistant Manager Blanchardstown Centre
When did you join Momentum Support?
10th October 1996
How did you hear about the vacancy?
Everyone knew in the local area! we had no shopping facilities apart from
Superquinn in the village. All the local residents raised awareness together as
we really wanted a Town Centre as there was nothing here.
What was your first position with Momentum Support?
The very first day I started as part of the initial builder clean team. I have never
seen so many JCB’s on the inside of a building in my life. It was electrifying and
the team was so proud to be a part of this new Town Centre which we had all
dreamed of! I personally call it the people’s Centre! because to this day it is in
the hearts of the Blanchardstown people.
What changes have you witnessed since?
We had no red mall like now, it came later with the extension. We have hosted
many special events such as the Ireland Special Olympics Games. Everyone
played a large part when the production of the Pilgrim which was staged at the
Blanchardstown Centre. Ben Kingsley who starred as Ghandi was the main
narrator and our team provided assistance with the production. Over the last
twenty-four years I have had the privilege to have made good friends and meet
lovely people who have made my life and work pleasurable. I would like to use
this opportunity to say
Thank you to everyone.

.
momentum supports its Environmental through Biodiversity awareness for Halloween…….
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Red Spider Lilly
Bat Flower
Japanese Blood Grass
Ghost Plant
Strangleweed
Devels Helmet
Dolls Eye
Devels Claw
Corpse Flower
10. Deadly Night Shade

Red Spider Lilly
Lycoris Radiata

Bat Flower Tacca
Chantieri

Japanese Blood
Grass Imperata
cylindrica

Ghost Plant
Monotropa uniflora

Dolls Eye – Actaea
Pachypoda

Devels Claw –
Harpagophytum
genus

Strangleweed –
Cuscuta genus

Corpse Flower –
Amorphophallus
titanum

Devels Helmit –
Aconitum genus

Deadly Night
Shade – Atropa
belladonna

momentum supports its Workforce through partnering with the Irish Contract Cleaning
Association (ICCA) and Karcher in an International campaign for Thank Your Cleaner Day
Wednesday 21st October 2020 …….

Please Follow the link below:
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/karcher
-ireland_thankyourcleanerthankyourcleanerdayspecialtimesspecialpeople-activity6719976831459696640-s_SL

momentum supports the Environmental through creating Sustainability awareness
with answers to our Crossword puzzle from Connect Weekly Issue 24 below.

